6 Hillhead Terrace
Hamilton, ML3 9RZ

Offers Over £60,000
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Upload Abode is delighted to present this 3 bedroom terraced home in central Hamilton. This home benefits from
generous rooms and offers the buyer a fantastic opportunity to make this home their own.

Full Description
Upload Abode is delighted to present this 3 bedroom terraced home in central Hamilton. This home benefits from generous rooms and
offers the buyer a fantastic opportunity to make this home their own.
Five things we love about this home:
1. We love the spacious room.
2. Well-kept gardens.
3. There are good local amenities close by including shops and an array of primary schools.
4. The area is quiet and offers on-street parking.
5. The potential to renovate and design the interior is an exciting prospect!
INTERIOR
Entrance to the property is via a UPVC door, leading to a vestibule that gives access to a further hallway and the historic coal bunker and
pantry. This could easily be converted to a dining room or fourth bedroom.
Lounge:
Large lounge benefiting from great natural lighting due to the window overlooking the front garden.
Kitchen:
Generous kitchen with space for wall and floor cabinets.
Master Bedroom:
Double bedroom with built-in storage.
Bedroom 2:
Double bedroom with dual aspect windows.
Bedroom 3:
Double bedroom with built-in storage.
Bathroom:
Located on the ground floor.
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EXTERIOR
To the front there is a well kept garden with pathway to the front door.
The substantial back garden provides a mix of lawn and paved patio with high wooden fencing to the perimeter.
Please view the 3D virtual tour to see everything this home has to offer.
Hamilton
Hamilton is the largest town in Lanarkshire and the 4th largest in Scotland. It has 2 railway stations Hamilton Central and Hamilton West
with the commute to Glasgow only 20 mins by train. Hamilton also has an excellent bus station with an express bus to Glasgow and direct
routes to England.
If you have a young family it`s good to know Hamilton has 3 comprehensive high schools, 1 private school and a number of primary schools.
Entertainment wise Hamilton has a Premiership football team, direct access to Strathclyde Park, its own nightclub and a host of bars and
restaurants. Our personal favourites are Spice on Bothwell Road for some Indian Cuisine, Bar West for pub grub and Ronzio Coffee House for
a light lunch.
Why choose Upload Abode to sell your home in Hamilton:
Reputation - We have acquired a fantastic reputation as a trustworthy and honest estate agent and are the most recent winners of
Scotland`s Estate Agent of The Year at the Herald Property Awards. We pride ourselves on our excellent customer service and have 100`s of
5 star reviews.
Innovation - We offer a cutting edge and dynamic approach to marketing your home with professional photography, innovative 3D Virtual
Tours and Social Media advertising all helping your property stand out online.
Cost - We are a fixed fee estate agent, offering a fair pricing structure with fantastic value for money.
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